SUMMER STUDY ABROAD
Information Session
THURSDAY, JANUARY 11, 2018
6:00 p.m. | 104 Thomas Building

Make the most of your summer by studying abroad and earning academic credits on a Liberal Arts faculty-led study abroad program.

› Get information about Liberal Arts enrichment funding, financial aid and the application process
› Hear from enthusiastic study abroad alumni about their summer program experiences
› Speak with faculty leaders and learn which program is best for you

* Application Deadline for All Summer Programs: February 1, 2018

For more information, please contact the Liberal Arts Career Enrichment Network:

Chelsea Keen, Global Experiences Coordinator | lanetwork@psu.edu
101 Sparks Building, University Park, PA 16802 | (814) 865-1070 | http://laus.la.psu.edu/network | http://gpglobalea.gp.psu.edu
Cross-Cultural Engagement and STEM | Lima, Peru | Summer

Dutch Criminal Justice System | Amsterdam, Netherlands | Summer

Excavation, Survey and GIS, Conservation/Public Archaeology, Archaeological Sciences and Community Outreach | Tel Akko, Israel | Summer

French Language Studies | Besançon, France | Summer

Intercultural Communication | Vienna, Austria | Summer

Italian Language, Art History, and Culture | Todi, Italy | Summer

Italian Language and Culture | Reggio Calabria, Italy | Summer

Literary London | London, England | Summer

Representing the Irish Landscape, Literature and Visual Arts | Dublin, Ireland | Summer

Spanish Language, Art and Mexican Culture | Puebla, Mexico | Summer

Spanish Language and Culture | Ronda, Spain | Summer

Study Tour of Roman History and Archaeology | Rome, Italy | Summer